opens in Texas, with a cowboy and his horse startled by a huge blast. Ambulances and firefighters race through the debris left by the impact. Within minutes, meteor scientist Peter Jenniskens of the SETI Institute -the organization in Mountain View, California, that explores life's place in the Universe -is presiding at an official-looking podium, sombrely reading a statement about the disaster.
In real life, Hayoun has the impressive title "designer of experiences at the SETI Institute". The film is certainly a designed experience. Hayoun ferries a bright-green toy dinosaur and a huge red tele phone from interview to interview to represent the threat of mass extinction and the alerts needed to save the world from apocalypse. She uses offbeat camera angles, a pulsing soundtrack from rave band The Prodigy and title screens with giant capital letters to create a frenetic pace.
Hayoun coaxes scientists into the closest thing they may ever achieve to performance art. Richters has created a true millennial approach to the asteroid threat. Damon is constantly on camera: taping, uploading, tweeting, instagramming, sharing every moment. Brian May, Queen guitarist and astrophysicist, provides the soundtrack.
There is some science. Damon interacts with many of Britain's leading asteroid experts, and even tours the Spaceguard Centre in Knighton, the United Kingdom's leading asteroid-information centre. He works in smooth explanations of the various strategies for diverting an asteroid on a collision course with Earth. Footage from the many Russian car cameras that recorded the Chelyabinsk meteorite strike in February 2013 fits the video-focused approach. Unlike in Disaster Playground, there is no wider discussion of what the end of the world means for anyone other than the selfobsessed Damon.
Today, the cutting edge of asteroid science lies in pushing the limits of detection, searching for smaller and smaller risky space rocks. Scientists have pretty much nailed the chances of spotting any world-ending asteroid, a rock big enough to wipe out an entire region. What is left are the ones that can slip through the current net of tele scopes and hit with little to no warning.
As New Year celebrations welcomed in 2014, an asteroid a few metres wide entered the atmosphere and disintegrated over the Atlantic Ocean -all while many of the astronomers who would normally track it were on a holiday break. We do live in a disaster playground. ■ Alexandra Witze is a correspondent for Nature based in Boulder, Colorado. 
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Space-rock alert
Alexandra Witze watches a pair of films on asteroidsaccording to many, a vast accident waiting to happen.
NICK BALLON/DISASTER PLAYGROUND
In Disaster Playground, firefighters train for an asteroid impact.
